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A set of points S of a graph is convex if any geodesic joining two points of S lies entirely 
within S. The convex hull of a set T of points is the smallest convex set that contains T. The hull 
number (h) of a graph is the cardinality of the smallest set of points whose convex hull is the 
entire graph. Characterisations are given for graphs with particular values of h, and upper and 
lower bounds for h are derived. 
I .  l n l rod l l t ' t i on  
In [2], Harary and Nieminen define the convex hull of a set S of points of a 
graph as the smallest set T containing S such that all points on any geodesic 
joining points of T lie in T and they denote the convex hull of S by [S]. The set S 
is said to be convex if [S] = S. If S is convex, then we define the hull number of S, 
written h(S), as the number of points in a smallest subset H of S such that 
[H]= S. 
Let G be a graph with point set V, and let H c V. An H-geodesic is a shortest 
path in G joining two points of H. We denote by (/4) the set of all points on all 
H-geodesics. If S c V is convex, then an extreme point of S is a point v such that 
S-{v} is convex. It is easily seen that points of degree 1 are extreme points. 
Obviously V is convex, as is {v} for each point v ~ V. We shall use the notation 
and terminology of [1]. 
In particular, the diameter of a connected graph G is denoted by d(G). The 
hull number of G, written h(G), is defined to be h(V). A minimum hull set is any 
set S of h(G) points, such that [S] = V. 
If S c V, then the neighborhood N(S) is defined by 
N(S) = S tA {v ~ V-  S: v is adjacent o some s ~ S} 
We define the higher-order neighborhoods inductively, 
NX(S)=N(S)  
N'+I(S)= N(N'(S)). 
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2. Some characterisations 
Theorem I .  Let G be a connected graph with p points. If k is the number of extreme 
points of G, then 
k <- h(G) <~ p - d(G) + 1. 
Proof. Obviously every extreme point must be a member of each minimum hull 
set, and the lower bound follows. The upper bound follows from the fact that 
h(G) must be smaller than the total number of points in G minus the number of 
points which are not endpoints on the longest geodesic. [] 
Corollary l (a).  I f  G is a connected graph with p points, then h(G) = p if and only if 
G is complete. 
Theorem 2. Let G be a connected graph. Then a vertex v is extreme if and only if 
the subgraph (N(v)) induced by N(v) is complete. 
Proof. Suppose v is extreme and that (N(v)) is not complete. Then there exist 
points x, y eN(v)  with d(x, y)>~2. The shortest path from x to y must be xvy, 
which contradicts the assumption that v is extreme. Conversely, suppose that 
(N(v)) is complete and v is not extreme. Then V-{v}  is not convex,, so that there 
exist points x ,y~N(v)  with d (x ,y )=2,  contradicting the completeness of 
(N(v)). [] 
Theorem 3. Let G be a connected graph with p points, where p>~3. Then 
h(G) - p - 1 if and only if d(G) = 2, G contains only one cutpoint, and each block 
of G has diameter less than or equal to 1. 
Proof. We first suppose d(G) = 2, G contains only one cutpoint and each block of 
G has diameter 1. It follows from Theorem 2 that each point except the cutpoint 
is extreme, which easily implies the desired result. Conversely, suppose that 
h(G)=p-1 .  By Theorem 1, d(G)~<2, and hence Corollary l(a) implies that 
d(G) = 2. Since d(G)= 2, there exists a geodesic of length 2, say uvw. If G has 
not cutpoints, u and w lie in the same block and hence on a common cycle. Since- 
u and w are not adjacent, there exists a geodesic uxw with x q= v. Consequently 
{u, v, w, x} c ({u, w}), so that h (G)<~p-2 ,  a contradiction. Thus G cannot be a 
block. Since d(G)= 2, we must have exactly one cutpoint, which we will call c, 
and c must be adjacent o every point of G. This last remark means that c cannot 
lie in the minimum hull set. If the diameter of a block is equal to 2, then there 
exists a geodesic uxw with x =/= c. Hence x cannot be in a minimum hull set, once 
again implying that h (G)~<p-2 ,  a contradiction. [] 
Although we have no other characterisations of graphs with a particular h, we 
can determine the h of a complete n-partite graph. 
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Theorem 4. I f  G = K(ml ,  m2, . . . m,,) is a compiete n-partite graph (where n >I 2) 
on m~+ m2+" • • +mn = p points, then 
! if mi>12 and mj>12 for some iv~j; 
h(G)= i if mj>~2 for some j and mi= l for all iv~'J; 
if all mi = 1. 
Proof. Let the parts of K(ml ,  m2, .  • • ran) be A1, A2, . . . ,  A, ,  where IA~[ = m,. If 
all mi = 1, G is complete, and the result follows from Corollary l(a). Suppose now 
that m, >t 2 and mj >I 2 for some i¢  ]. If {x, y}= A~, then ({x, y}) will consist of 
(V -A , )U{x ,  y}. Similarly, if {x', y '}c  A~, ({x', y'})= (V -A , )U{x ' ,  y'}. It follows 
that (({x, y}))= V, so that h (G)= 2. If m i =2  for some j and m, = 1 for all i¢ ] ,  
then for x e Aj, N(x) is complete. Thus x is extreme, and the result easily 
follows. [] 
3. Further bounds on h 
The block graph B(G)  of a graph G has points which correspond to the blocks 
of G, two of these points being adjacent whenever the corresponding blocks 
contain a common cutpoint of G. 
Theorem 5. Let G be a connected graph with block graph B (G). I f  k is the number 
of extreme points in B ( G ), then h ( G ) >~ k. 
Proof. Let x be an extreme point in B(G), so that (N(x)) is complete. Conse- 
quently H~, the corresponding block in G, can have only one cutpoint of G. 
Hence the only way any geodesics can have points in H~ is if an endpoint is in H~. 
It follows that h(G) must be greater or equal to the number of extreme points in 
B(G). [] 
The proof of Theorem 5 relies on idemifying areas of the graph which must be 
representative in the minimum huU set. Geodesics which pass between blocks do 
so through the cutpoints. We can use this information to identify areas of a graph 
which must be represented in each minimum hull set. This is specifically expressed 
in the next statement. 
Theorem 6. Let G be a connected graph with blocks B1, B2, . • • B,. Suppose that Bi 
contains the set of curpoints Ci and the set of extreme points Ei. Define the function 
N(Bi) = 0 if [Ei t.J Ci] = Bi and N(Bi) = 1 otherwise. Then if G has k extreme points, 
we have h(G)>~ k + ~,i N(Bi). 
The upper bound in Theorem 1 can be improved if we have additional 
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information about the graph. A path P with points v0, v l , . . . ,  v,~ is induced if the 
only adjacent points in P are v~_iv~, i = 2 , . . . ,  n - 1. 
Obviously each path contains an induced path. 
Theorem 7. Let G be a connected graph with p points containing two non-adjacent 
points u and w connected by n point-disjoint induced paths of lengths tl, t2 ,  • • . ,  tn. 
Then 
h(G)<-p  - ~. [.Q2]. 
i=1  
ProoL Since each path uvlv2"'" v,.w is induced, it is contained in 
({U,  ~)2, ~)4, " • • , W}) .  [ ]  
Corollary 7(a). I f  G is an n-connected graph with p points, then 
h(G)<~p-n[d/2] .  
Pr~L  The result follows ~from noting that G must contain two points which are 
connected by n point-disjoint induced paths, each of which has length at least 
[] 
Recall that the local connectivity ~f(x, y) of two non-adjacent points x and y in 
a graph is the smallest number of points whose removal separates x and y. 
Corollary 7Oh). If G is a connected graph with p points, then 
h(G)<~p-~(x ,  y)/d(x, y)12]. 
Theorem 7 and its corollaries can be extended to the blocks of a graph as long 
as care is taken with the endpoints. 
Theorem 8. Let G be a connected graph with blocks B1, . . .  Bk. In each block Bi, 
let u~ and w~ be two non-adjacent points connected by ni point-disjoint induced 
paths. Let the lengths of those paths minus the number of cutpoints internal to the 
paths be t*,. . ., t~. If c is the number of cutpoints in G, then 
k rti 
Y'. Y'. [t*/21. 
i= l  i=1  
It is reasonable to expect hat if a graph had no extreme points, it should have a 
relatively small hull number. The next result shows that under a strictly stronger 
hypothesis, a good upper bound for h(G) can be obtained. We will first show that 
the new hypothesis is strictly stronger than the hypothesis that a graph has no 
extreme points. 
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Lemma 9(a). If a connected graph has no complete subgraph K with Na(G~-X(K) = 
V, then G has no extreme points. 
Proof. If x is an extreme point of G, then N(x) is complete by Theorem 2. Since 
V= Na(O~(x)=Na(G~-~(K), we have a contradiction, so that G can have no 
extreme points. [] 
The converse to Lemma 9(a) is false. For a counter example, let W, be a wheel 
with n points; diam(W,~) =2, and Wn has no extreme points, but if x is the central 
point of W,~, N(x )= V. 
Theorem 9. Let G be a connected graph with p points. Suppose that G has no 
complete subgraph K such that Na(~-~(K)= V. Then 
h(O)<~ [(p+ 3-d(G))/2J.  
Proof. Choose x, y ~ V with d(x, y) = d(G) and let $1 = [{x, y}]; S 1 is convex. We 
will inductively construct a sequence of convex subgraphs {Si} as follows. Given Si, 
suppose that a geodesic path P of length >~ 2 exists from some a e S~ to some c¢ Si, 
with P N Si = {a}. In that case, define S~+1 = [S~ U{c}]. The construction terminates 
when no such geodesic path exists. 
Suppose now that Sk is the terminal convex subgraph obtained by this construc- 
tion. If Sk¢ V, each point of V -Sk  must be adjacent o some point of Sk. If 
w e V -Sk  is adjacent o distinct points t and u of Sk, we see that t must be 
adjacent o u (otherwise w would be on a m-geodesic, so that, since Sk is convex, 
we would have w s Sk). We thus conclude that the set Tw of points of Sk adjacent 
to W¢Sk induces a complete subgraph of G. Furthermore, ff w and w' are 
adjacent points of V -Sk ,  we must have Tw = Tw,, for if there existed a point 
z ~ Tw - Tw,, w'wz would be a w'z-geodesic, contradicting the assumption that Sk 
is the terminal convex subgraph obtained by our construction. We conclude that if 
C is a connected component of G-Sk ,  all points of C must be adjacent o the 
points of a complete subgraph Tc of Sk. But by the hypothesis we have 
Na(~-X(Tc)v ~ V; hence there is a point x of G at distance d(G) from Tc. Such a 
point must be at distance d (G)+ 1 from any point of C, contradicting the fact that 
the diameter of G is d(G). It follows that Sk = V. 
But IS~l>~2i+d(G) - 1 for i=  1, 2 , . . . ,  and it is clear that h(S~)<-i+ 1 for each 
i. Since Sk = V, we see that 
p >I 2k + d(G) - 1/> 2(h (G) - 1) + d(G) - 1 = 2h(G) + d(G) - 3, 
so that h(G) <~ [(p + 3 -  d(G))/2/ ,  as desired. [] 
Comlim~ 9~) .  Suppose that G is a graph with p points and diameter 2. If G has 
no complete subgraph K with N(K) = V, then h(G) <~ I.(P + 1)/2]. 
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Fig. 1 
Both in Theorem 9 and Corollary 9(b), it is not sufficient o assume that the 
graph has no extreme points. In particular, let Gk be the union of k copies of the 
wheel W6, each with central point x. Figure 1 shows Gk for k = 3. Gk has 
p = 5k + 1 points and diameter 2, and also has no extreme points. Since N(x) = V, 
the complete-subgraph hypothesis of Corollary 9(b) is violated. It is easy to see 
that h(Gk)= 3k, so that the bound given by Corollary 9(b) will be violated for 
k~>3. 
To obtain a similar example for Theorem 9, construct graphs Gkl and Gk2 with 
central points x and y, as described above, and then joint x and y by a path of 
length d -2 .  It is clear that we must have kl , /¢2~ > 1; put k = kl+k2. Call a graph 
constructed in this way Hk,a, and note that Gk = Hk.z. The graph Hk.a has 
p = 5k +d-  1 points and diameter d. Hk.a has no extreme points, but since 
Na-X(x) = V, the complete-subgraph hypothesis of Theorem 9 is violated. Since 
h(Hk.a) = 3k, it is easy to see (just as in the diameter 2 case) that the bound given 
by Theorem 9 will be violated for k > d. 
Theorem 10. Let G be a connected graph with p points, none of which are extreme 
and let 
then 
= lira sup h(G)/p, 
p ~  
l~mt .  The lower bound follows from the construction of  Gk in the previous 
section; since h(Gk)/p = 3k/(5k+l). To obtain the upper bound we will first 
inductively construct a sequence of convex subgraphs {Si} as follows. 
Let xl, yl, be any two nonadjacent points in G and form Sl = [{xa, Yl}]. Given 
Si 4: V, select any z ~ V-  S~; since S~ is convex there exists two nonadjacent points 
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x2 and Y2, at least one of which is not in Si, such that z e [{x2, y2}]. Define 
Si÷l = [$1 U{x2, Y2}]; the construction terminates when Sk = V. If x2, y2d~ Si, then 
we call this a type 1 construction otherwise it is a type 2 construction. Suppose we 
have kl type 1 constructions and k2 type 2 constructions then 3kl+2k2<~p and 
2kx+ k2 ~> h(G). Hence h(G)/p ~ (2k1+ kE)/(3kl + 2k 2) ~< 2/3. [] 
4. Uniqueness 
If a minimum hull set of a graph consists entirely of extreme points, then it is 
unique. In general, of course, a minimum hull set is not unique. However, it may 
be unique even if the graph has no extreme points, as shown in Fig. 2. The graph 
shown in Fig. 2 has h = 3 and the three unique points in the minimum hull set are 
circled. 
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